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Executive Summary

In April 2003, the Yukon Fish and WildUfe
Management Board launched the Community
Stewardship Prograin. This new program was a
demonstration of the Board's commitment to

public education and the facilitation of
community involvenient ui resource
management processes.

After aknost three years of running the
Community Stewardship Program, the Board
and its main funding partners wanted to assess
how weU the program was achieving its goals
and objectives. An independent contractor was
hired to conduct an evaluation through the
review of documents and interviews with key
informants.

This document summarizes the findings of the
evaluation and provides a number of
recommendations for improvement.

One of the challenges faced during the review was the lack of baseline
data from the beginning of the program. This made it difficult to gauge
the level of change that had occurred over the last three years.
Additionally/ the program objectives were written in a way that made it
challenging to identify the type and degree of change that the program
was striving to achieve.

However/ the information collected durmg the evaluation clearly
indicates a strong base of support for the Community Stewardship
Program and a record of many successes.

The program is seen as offering many benefits to the communities and
agencies. People strongly support having a person in the corrununity
who acts as a catalyst and gets projects done, is an educator and role
model, provides a critical link among co-management agencies, is a
source of diverse types of information, and is just an extra pair of hands.
Overall, people felt this unique program was making an important
difference in the areas of stewardship, conservation and co-management.

Two of the greatest challenges the program faces are its funding
situation and the turnover of commimity stewards.

^^^

V»ho4- ^
^fOUi<CHlLP

71
^lhA r"ler ;'"....
Would ̂ ^ vt"s

"hdpr^u/it'

t(| can now see how the

work | did a few years ago

is making a difference and
paying off now. /\t the
time | dicin't see it, in fact 1

got increa5ingly
while was in the progr

couldn't see the impact
until two and a half years
later. " (fast steward)
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It-The program ha 5

eliminated a lot of-the "U5

icm"scenarios.

feople on opposite sides
of- the 5pectrum are now
working together an<

ling reianonsnips

across groups in the
communi'ty. j he steward is

facilitating thi 5."

"The stewards keep
con5eri/ation on the radar

screen as tncu Drovide a

'ocal point and act as a

resource person. " (Frograi

contact)

Funding is provided by up to 15 different agencies each year. Although
some agencies have supported the program every year, all funders/
mcluding the Board/ have only provided a commitment of funding for
one year at a time. The Yukon government's lack of contribution to the
program was also noted as a limitation. The lack of multi-year funding
and the limited resources contributes to inany difficulties such as the
turnover of staff, an inability to plan initiatives beyond fiscal year end,
and a limited ability to lever additional fundmg.

As many people noted, the turnover of community stewards comes at a
cost to the program and the commimity. In less than three years, the
program has had to replace or find new steward six times. In part,
turnover occurs because of the uncertainty of the position and because
most of the positions are less than full-time which makes the overall
wage less competitive.

The planning and evaluation framework for the program needs to be
sigmficantly improved if success is going to be measurable in subsequent
years. However, this type of effort will require additional resources and
time to implement. It is clear that currently both funding and staff time
are severely limited. There is also a need to balance the need for
collecting data and measuring success with the need to maintain a
steward's ability to be flexible in responding to their community's
unique needs and priorities.

However, the program wiU continue to achieve a range of successes
with or without a new fa-amework. The evaluation of the current

objectives indicates that the program is achieving notable level of
success in each area. With the outlined improvements, the Board could
significantly strengthen its abiUty to demonstrate the impact the
Commimity Stewardship Program is having in the Yukon.

11
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REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS

RECOMMENDATION #1
The Board should develop a new planning and
evcduation framework, as resources allow, so that
the vision for success of the Community
Stewardship program is more clearly defined up
front and measurable at the end.

J

f

3

f

This process for devek>ptng a new evaluation
framework should include:
> A review of aR current objectives as weU as the

purposes suggested by contacts during this
evaluation.

> The drc^ting of new objectives that will be
clear in their intent, and in the desired type
and degree of change.

> An outline of the indicators of success for each
objective.

> The identification of mechanisms that will be used to effectively and
efficiently monitor and evaluate success.

> The development of new mechanisms for documenting and sharing
of lessons learned.

It is recognized that multi-year core funding may need to be secured
before any significant investment in a new planning and evaluation
frameivork can be rationalized.

RECOMMENDATION #2
Program staff should review past educational tnitiatives to help identify
cost-effective, easy to implement mechanisms that could be used for
gathering data on changes in people's understanding of stewardship
and conservation.

Matericds (e. g. a standard workshop evaluation form) and guidance
should be provided to stewards to help ensure the effective and
consistent use of the new tools.

As resources allow, efforts should be made to collect baseline data on
the current level of understanding in communities of the importance of
stewardship and conservation.

RECOMMENDATION #3
In order to effectively measure program impacts on "community" or
"communities", the intent of the term needs to be more clearly defined
in all objectives. In some cases, it may represent co-management
agencies in. the community. In others, it may refer to individual
community members.

Ul
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RECOMMENDATION #4
During the review of current program objectives, consideration should
be given to removing some of the activities outlined in the objectwes,
such as the integration of knowledge into stewardship initiatives, and
incorporating them instead into standards of practice or a set of values
about how the program will operate.

RECOMMENDATION #5
The definition of "capacity" and "capacity building opportunities"
should be clearly defined in. any new set of program objectives and
other program, materials so it is clear what kind of capacity is the focus.

RECOMMENDATJOJV #6
The review of current objectives should ensure that the intent of the
objective is something the Community Stewardship Program can
reasonably be held accountable for. For example, it may not be
appropriate to hold stewards accountable for assisting in the "cost
effective" implementation of programs sponsored by other agencies.

RECOMMENDATION #7
The review process should consider integrating the responsibility for
identifymg and pursuing funding sources into the Job description
and/or workplanfor the steward instead of a program objective.

RECOMMENDATION #8
The intention of ensuring initiatives have tangible and measurable
results should be an integral part of the program's planning and
evaluation framework.

Improved documentation of results and lessons learned would help the
improve program communications and the celebration of results.

RECOMMENDATION #9
Securing multi-y ear funding should be apriority focus for the Board. A
commitment from the Board to provide a portion of the core funding, for
a number of years, could assist in securing funding from. other sources.

The Board should also seek to build new funding partnerships tuith
parties that derive notable benefits from the success of the program.

RECOMMEiVDATIOW #10
In addition to improving certainty for the stewards by securing multi-
year funding, the compensation and benefits package for the stewards
should be reviewed to ensure it is competitive and reflects the
responsibility of the position. The rate should be set based on fairness
and competitiveness andfundraisedfor accordingly.

Other support mechanisms for ati program staff should also be
reviewed and strengthened where possible. However, turnover is
inevitable and should be accounted for in the program's budget and
planning cycle.

IV
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Introduction

In April 2003, the Yukon Fish and Wildlife Management
Board launched the Cominunity Stewardship Program. This
new program was a demonstration of the Board's
commitment to public education and the facilitation of
community involvement in resource management processes.

The Community Stewardship Program built on the mandate
and accomplishments of the federal Habitat Conservation
and Stewardship Program (HCSP) which was delivered in
the Yukon from 1999-2003, primarily by the Yukon Salmon
Committee (YSC). The Board expanded the original focus of
the HCSP program to include the stewardship of all fish and
wildlife species and habitats.

In addition to a coordinator based in Whitehorse, the Board

hired commimity stewards in JVtayo, Dawson and Haines
Junction in the first year. In the second year/ the program
was expanded to include Old Crow. The Mayo and Dawson
positions have both been for 30 hours a week diu-ing the
program's first three years. The Haines Junction position
was half-time until December 2005 when it also became a 30

hour a week position. In Old Crow/ the position went from
half-time to fuU-time in May 2005.

Funding and support for the program's
wages and operations comes from
several funding agencies. First Nation
governments and community groups
(see Appendix I). A few of the main
funding agencies also confa-ibute advice
and guidance to the coordinator to
assist with the design and
unplementation of the program. The
program coordinator and stewards also
seek project funding to carry out
specific stewardship projects m their
region.

jectives in C-hapter 1 ^ of the

(jmbrella J=inal /agreement related to
stewardship:
I 6-i -i -1 to ensure (^on5ervation in

the management: of: a!i ̂ ish and
WildiiFe resources and their

habitats;

i <$. ! . 1 . ($ to integrate the management
ol-ail renewable resources,

\ 6. 1. 1. / to integrate the relevant
knowledge and experience both of-

-on ndian [^eop!e and of the

scientlftc communities in order to

achieve ̂ onseivation;

<$. ) -i .5 to dcveiop responsibilities -For
!e resource management at

ie community level.
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I think that governments don't

recognize how much ttie stewards are

doing at the communitL) level. -J-he
community-based aspects o^ dhapter
1 d haven't worlced. -[~he first Natioris

ukon ( lovernment don't 01

at this level. E>ut the 5>oard has Pound

this !inic- matching the community to
-ish and wildlil-e conservation.... I I his

irogramj should be part o1

governments do - providing su

conservation." program
contact)

"Its best to have an overall goal f-or the

program but not to prescribe certain
measurable objectives as each

community is different and will have
different resulte. /\ cooloe-cutter

approach is not appropriate."
rogram contact)

After almost three years of running the program, the Board
and its main funding parfa-iers wanted to assess how well
the program was achieving its goals and objectives. An
independent contractor was hired to conduct an evaluation
through the review of docun-ients and interviews with key
tnforniants.

The evaluation's primary focus was to determine if the
objectives of the program are being met as a whole. It was
not intended to evaluate specific activities or commimity
positions. The conta-actor was also requested to make
general recommendations, based on the findings, on
possible changes or unprovennents to the program.

This document summarizes the findings of the evaluation
and provides a number of recommendations for
improvement.

PROGRAM GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

The overall goal of the program is:

To achieve conservation of salmon, freshwater fish,
wildlife and habitat through community participation in
locally driven projects.

The program has the following objectives:

1. to enhance community understanding of the
unportance of stewardship and conservation of
sahnon, freshwater fish and wildlife resources and

habitats;

2. to assist commimities to identify local stewardship
priorities and help develop related plans, programs
and projects;

3. to ensirre the collection and integration of scientific,
local, and Fu'st Nation traditional knowledge as part of
the design and implementation of stewardship
initiatives;

4. to provide opportunities for individual and
community capacity building through stewardship
projects;
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5. to support and facilitate commimication between
community and government stakeholders and to assist
the cost effective implementadon of stewardship
programs at the local level;

6. to identify and pursue additional funding sources to
support local stewardship initiatives; and

7. to ensure tangible and measurable results of
stewardship initiatives are achieved and are apparent
to commimities and parbiers.

As will be discussed further in the Analysis and
Recommendations section, these program objectives were
difficult to evaluate. Although they describe particular
actions the program is meant to undertake (e.g. "enhance
commimity understanding", "support and facilitate
commrmication"), the objectives do not define the degree of
change or level of activity that would be considered a
success. There are also no specified tunelines for achieving
any of the objectives.

f[[~j-he stewards] provide a window to

ie communities that I can use to

increase the communities

understanding of the work ] Jo.... A iot
ot- oeoole want soecil-ic assistance in a

specific project: and il: is much more

important for my 25 years of
knowledge to be funneiied into the
community 50 thctj don't Veep
reinventing the wheel, "["he steward's
role in information transfer mcan5 the

communittj can ieam from my mistakes
and learnings over past years. "This is

a Detter investment or time

money. " (frogram contact)

Evaluation Methods

This evaluation is based on interviews

with key contacts and a review of past
project and program reports.

INTERVIEWS

The primary method used in this
evaluation was to interview people
familiar with the stewardship
program. Potential interviewees,
identified by Board staff, were caUed
by staff to request their participation
and inform them the contractor would

be contacting them.

The conta-actor contacted 42 people on the list provided by
staff. Of these, 35 people with various connections to the
program were successfully interviewed (see Appendix II). All
but two were interviewed by phone.
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"The stewardship program is a vehicle

to tap into the dif+erent kinds ol

lcnowledge. ~Y\ie fact they are local
means the tru5t issues

.nowieage excnange are sortenea.

ie steward 15 well-oosifaoned to

facilitate this exchange. " (^)oard staff)

j he stewardship program plays a

crucia! role. ]t is the only thing that
truly reflects co-management as it
does not come from any one camp.
Stewards' marchi ng orders are to get

'eoDle to work collaborativelu - no

othergroup has thi s role. " (fast

Steward)

"|n Haines Junction, one project
cleaned up drums in 5ulpl1 ul- Lal<e- lt

involved simple logistics - get boat, get
people, develop plan. /\ similar thing
lappened in North Yul<on- The5C are

:s-based pro]ect5 that get

community prot-ile and show community

conservation at work. " [Froeram

Prior to the interviews, the conta-actor met with Board staff

and two advisors - one from Yukon Environment and
another from the Bureau of Statistics - to review and refine a

guide of open-ended interview questions (see Appendix III).

Each interview was an average of 30 minutes. Interviewees
were informed of the purpose of the interview and were
also told their comments would remain anonymous. During
the interview, supplementary questions were asked when
addidonal information was considered helpful for the
evaluation.

The following groups of people were interviewed:
> Program contacts (13): Representatives of funding

partaers, government or other agencies who had a
program-level perspective (often involving direct
experience or understanding of multiple commimities
in the program).

> Coininunity people - Level I (12): People from
Renewable Resource Councils (RRCs), First Nations,
Regional Biologists or others that have had experience
with the program in one of the four communities.

> Coininunity people - Level II (2): People in one of the
four communities who had no direct Unk with the

program. School principals were the only people in this
category.

> Current stewards (4): The four stewards working in
the commimities at the tune of the interviews.

> Past Stewards (3): People who had previously worked
for the Board as commiu-iity stewards.

> Board Staff (3): The Program Coordinator, Executive
Director and former Executive Director.

PROGRAM AND PROJECT REPORTS
To supplement the infonnation collected in the interviews,
the contractor also requested program and stewardship
project reports from the last three years. Two annual
program reports were provided (2003/04 and 2004/05), along
with some project reports from Dawson, Old Crow and
Haines Junction.
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However, relatively few project reports were available to the
contractor as most stewardship projects are administered by
commimity partners, not the stewards. While the stewards
often work on project proposals, project implementation
and the final reports, the stewards have not been the official
authors of the documents. Therefore/ they often did not
have copies of the final reports submitted to funding
agencies by the project sponsors.

As a result/ the review of available project reports did not
provide an adequate reflection of the diversity of projects
the program helped generate and implement. For
information purposes, the Ust of projects and other
initiatives that the stewards indicated they have been
involved in is provided in Appendix IV.

The Cristai Lal<e Wetland

"Treatment froject looked at

opportunities forwetiand treatment of
mine effluent The 5teward helped
with the work and was the one to

explain it to the community whi ch was

Ley to the project's success. The
Kegiona! E)iolog!st and others don't
have the time for this. (program

contact)

Findings

INTERVIEWS

The questions asked during the interviews were fairly
similar for each group. This section sxunmarizes the
comments gathered in response to the following questions:

1. What do you understand the program purpose to
be?

2. What are the greatest benefits?
3. How have stewards made a difference to

coinmurdties or helped with program work?
4. What are some of the greatest difficulties with the

program?
5. Is there anything about the program you would like

to see changed or improved?
6. Would you like to see the program continued? Why

or why not?

The interview questions were all designed to get qualitative,
not quantitative input. In other words, they asked for people
to express their opinions in their own words. People were
not asked to rank things, to agree or strongly disagree/ or to
provide simple "yes" or "no" answers. With the small and
diverse group of interviewees, this type of numerical
assessment was not considered useful.

Many people referred to different
>es

capacitt) mat was Deing Duilt Dy me

5tewards:

> C^omputerand office skills
^ Froposal writing

> Froject developmenl:
^ r H-cctivc communication5 5l<.ill5

> l=ield sLi'115 (monitoring and

mcasunni

^- l<<nowledee and int-ormati'on on

"e

management issues

^ Access to project funding
> Networks and relationship5
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It is important to keep in mind, when reviewmg the
summary of comments and later analysis, that this was not a
random sampUng of commimity members and other
partners. With the exception of school principals/
interviewees were selected because of their known

connection to the program.

-^

. y"
"esk*..
-^ ^~

""The steward made an annual event

out of the Marshal! C. reelc culvert fi sh

pas5age issue and en.sas':ed the

communittj. )~|c also brought the
concern to the attention of the KRC

who in turn raised it with the Mmisl:er-

ijs wouldn't have haopi

ie steward. " [( ^ommunitu contacts

1. What do you understand the
yrosram vurvose to be?

'^

The intent of this question was to assess
how well people understood the purpose
of the program so that it could be
compared against the program's actual
goal and objectives. People were
encouraged to identify as many purposes
as they wished.

The responses varied and some people
emphasized some purposes over others.
The responses that were mentioned more
than once and that were consistent with

current project objectives were:

> To educate and raise awareness of stewardship, habitat
conservation and management issues.

> To be a communications link - a liaison - among
government agencies/ First Nations, the Renewable
Resources Council and community ineinbers. Some
people added this involves relationship building,
facilitating conversations, or gathering and circulating
information. It also means being a voice for community
concerns.

> To build capacity or at least advocate for it, particularly
for youth. People mentioned how stewards were often
role models for youth and other community members
as they demonsta-ated employment opportunities
existed m the field of stewardship. Capacity building of
the stewards themselves was also mentioned a few

times as a purpose.
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> To support and assist other agencies. Some people
mentioned the role of the steward in getting projects
going and generating the necessary funding and other
resources. There was a mixture of responses about
whether the steward was there to drive projects or to
get commimity requested projects going.

> There were a number of comments about the steward

being an additional resource to work on project details
and other activities that would otherwise not get done.

> Many mentioned the role of the program in getting
"people" or "the community" involved in conservation
projects. One person felt the program's purpose was to
connect people, hands on, with the land. Another
person felt the program helped address the absence of
commimities in unplementation of Chapter 16. They felt
that while KRCs and other agencies can advocate for
project work/ they are not in the position to do the work
or get the community involved. The Commimity
Stewardship Program helps fill this gap.

"/\ project in Old C-row used
traditional knowledge to find salmon
spawning areas that scientists didn t

know about. The steward was able to

engage the communitt), becau5e o^
their knowledge and contacts, in a way
that an outside researcher would never

have been able to do." (^)oard staff)

Additionally, some people raised purposes that were not
clearly covered in the current objectives:

> A few people talked about the role of the program in
inspirmg or promoting a conservation ethic in
community members. These views are linked to the
overall goal of educating and raising awareness about
stewardship and involving people in projects.
However/ these coiiunents go further as they speak to a
goal of changing values/ not just awareness.

> One person thought a purpose of the program was to be
a clearinghouse and repository of information,
resources and community memory.

> A couple of interviewees identified a purpose of the
program was to be a bridge for the Board to the
comniunity, to help the Board raise its profile and to
interpret Board decisions and activities to the
community in an accessible way. The program also
brings stewardship issues and projects to the Board's
attention.

"One pcr5on said to me in a meeting
that theL) never uaed to think about the
impact o^ t:hing5 on the 5almon fisVierij.
5>ut after my worlc, thct) thought a lot
more about the5e thing5. " (fast

steward)



"50meone came into my office and

said 'ft has been 25 years since | have
been out there on the land.' 5° 1
5ucces5{:ullL ) got people out on the

land - not ju5t elders and youth -
everyone.... ]n the end, we had 50
people out on the land. " (fast
steward)

|?U<+OK

.^DOUS! 11
V^AS
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> One person who was not very familiar with the
program felt its purpose was likely to monitor species
and report to managers.

> One interviewee felt a purpose was to ta-ansfer
responsibility for management and care of the land to
the community, so that people do not only look to
government to do these things. They also felt it was an
important test of one new model for co-management in
the post-land claims world.

There were two current program objectives that people did
not explicitly refer to as "purposes" during the interviews:

> To ensure the collection and integration of scientific/
local/ and First Nation traditional knowledge as part of
the design and implementation of stewardship
initiatives; and

> To ensure tangible and measurable results of
stewardship initiatives are achieved and are apparent to
commiu-iities and partners.

2. What are the benefits of the
program?

People from all of the interview groups
noted that having another skUled and
energetic resource person in the
coinmunity was a significant benefit of the
program. Some said the steward provides
an important unbiased bridge to
information and resources in the

coinmunity for government, and to outside
information and resources for community
members. One person noted that co-
management bodies in particular benefit
from this bridging role.

People commented that having stewards in the coinmimity
creates more support for other agencies, provides an added
local source of knowledge and technical skills, and allows for
information to be more readUy shared.

Interviewees described the stewards as having the flexibility
and drive to put many diverse community ideas into action
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(e. g. workshops, field work, recycling projects, educational
events). The stewards' ability to find money - or help others
find it - for commimity projects was seen as a clear benefit.
Board staff noted how stewards provided the momentum to
keeping projects going and growing.

A couple of community people and a staff member
highlighted how the stewards become a known and friendly
face to whom people can and do take concerns. They become
a trusted voice to help articulate community concerns.

Program and community contacts, as well as past and
current stewards, felt a great program benefit was the
development of a stewardship ethic and interest in
stewardship at the commi.mity level. Many felt it was a
benefit that community people are more aware of resource
and conservation issue. A Board staff member and a steward

both felt one of the greatest benefits was the connection,
caring and understanding the stewards fostered by bringing
people in contact with the natural world.

A program contact noted one benefit is that the program
presents a non-govemment model of facilitating change in
the communities. The steward also acts as a role model, as a

person who gets things done. In particular, he noted the
many women involved in the program were valuable role
models for young women.

Board staff also saw the celebration of success and fostering
of pride in stewardship activities as another benefit. The
stewardship projects create tangible outcomes related to co-
management. Staff and community people also noted that
both the projects and the stewardship program provided jobs
in communities and helped to build capacity of local
community members.

"The steward in Mayo took a c\ass to
put nest boxes out in the field. -j-he
Lids learned about the different

species, wnere tnet) ne5tana wi

;ir habitat is like. In naines. Junction

Is out to do

spring duck. surveys, {program

contact)

people come into my ot+ice f-recjuentli)

to talk about what is happening on the
land, what they see. ̂ -hen | go to the
f=irst Nation office and share these

concerns. " (^tewarJ)

"~T^e Marshall (_ree\<. fish salvage
. roiectwas smal

awareness. AS a result of the project

the past steward did, highways did
their reconstruction di'fferentlL ).

"Those ii'ttie thi ngs you do can add up

and make a difference." {^tewarJ)
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r'lel-ore the steward had to

programs. NO W people are calling me

;ing more initiative in putting

needs forward that they want dealt

with. Feopie are constantly 5eeding me
with ideas. " (Steward)

"We got youth involved with different
projcct5. f=or example we had a summer

ftsh camp. We got the money and held
ft at a traditional ftsh camp. -[-here
were I iders tnere as well as a

scientific compo nent 1 aiso got youth
to go to meetings in the

resources office so thei) could learn

more about what oroiects were

lappening. | hose that were in the 15-

i 5 age range also went to 1-ish camps."
itewarc

\\

3. How have stewards made a

difference to communities or
helped with program work?

a) Difference to communities

Many of the benefits listed above
were also mentioned in response to
questions about the difference
stewards were making in
communities.

A number of community and
program people noted that many
more projects are happening in the
four commimities and felt these

wouldn't happen without the
steward's lead or support. Some of these were projects that
had been "on the shelf" for a while but the steward dusted

them off and got them implemented.

A number of people noted the steward was also getting a lot
more coirununity men-ibers involved in stewardship
activities. One steward observed that people in their
community were starting to take more initiative in getting
projects going.

Commimity and program contacts felt there was more
awareness now in communities of fish and wUdlife issues.

Stewards were also helping to bring commimity and habitat
concerns to the attention of other agencies.

People indicated there are more educational activities
happening on stewardship/ particularly in the schools. One
person felt youth were more engaged in science in his
community because of the steward's efforts and as they were
role models for the youth. A few noted that some projects
provided technical skills to commimity people and they felt
this may have provided an incentive for some community
members to further their education in the field.

People felt that the stewards raised the profile and hands-on
work of the RRCs. For example the steward m Haines
Junction helped post signs about Lake Trout on Dezadeash
Lake as part of management plan that the RRC was domg.

10
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Another difference highUghted by commiinity people was
that there was more communication and information sharing
among agencies. They felt that people with different agendas
were being brought together by the steward. One person
noted that stewards bring communities within geographical
communities together (e. g. scientific with local commimity,
himters and fishers with First Nations). One person
highlighted how the newsletter in Haines Jimction helped
them find out what is going on and where there might be
links or ties to their own work.

As noted under benefits, the program has brought skilled
people into the community. In Mayo/ two people returned to
their hoine cominunity to work as stewards. Although they
later left the position, they continue to conta-ibute to the
community as they have stayed to work in other jobs.

There was only one person who noted they hadn't seen a lot
of change in their community. While they mentioned there
had been some more workshops, they felt others could have
done those activities as well.

Another person highlighted that any change is slow/ but felt
it is happening. One interviewee noted that change is hard
to measure and differs from coinmunity to commiinity

b) Difference to program work
Many program contacts commented on the value the
steward provides to them as a link into the community,
someone that explains their agency's initiatives or decisions
to the community. People described how the stewards
frequently participate in co-management meetings and then
help spread the word to the broader commimity. A few
noted stewards helped get more participation and feedback
from the community in crucial programs Uke catch
monitoring or management planning processes. Stewards
were also credited with getting more people to meetings m
cominunities.

"-J~he 5teward in Maijo wa5 involved
with the [^evil's E-ibow wildlife viewing
project ~]~hey were involved in all of
the 5tep5. They worked with the

Y^C^ crew, helped get students
in me ooenini

ling tne trail. ] ne pro]

lave gone ancaa witnour me 5tewarci;

iroDaDiu notwitn rne same

ie community

involvement eive5 a lot more owncrsnio
t

to the whole project. " ((^ommunitij
contact)

I taueht one local woman

>rop0 5al writing and project

dcvciopmcnt. 5^c landed $ 1 5,000

:er | lert to get people out on

land for hunting. " (fast steward)

"We have outreach interests but not

the bod(c5 to do it - if the stewards

weren't there, it wouldn't happen!"

(frogram contact)

11
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"{"The stewards] are a source o^

information on what is 5oing on in the
communitL) and who the good
communitt) resource people are."
(program contact)

"T'he steward's participation in the
workinggroup helps make sure the
communities are aware o^-the fact

lans are Deing aeveiopea ana wi

ie ODDortunities t'or input: are."

yam contact)

ie IOD aescnpnon

requires magic - tne cnaiienge is

finding people with these slcills.
(E>oardstaff)

The stewards were also identified as a central source of

information for who agencies on who they should work with
in the con-unimity and where they can get other resources. In
one case, a steward took the lead on a field project when the
project manager got called away unexpectedly.

A few noted how steward-mitiated projects also serve to
support the mandate of their agencies and extend fheu- reach
into the communities. Educational activities were one way
stewards successfully supported the mandate of one wildlife
oriented agency. Another person indicated he found it inore
efficient to share his technical knowledge with a steward
who in turn shared this knowledge with the community.

Program contacts also said stewards were an important extra
set of hands as the stewards collected and contributed critical

field data to various studies. They stated more field surveys
are being done because of the stewards' efforts.

The stewards were also described as an extension service by
funding agencies as they have helped communities design
projects and write proposals. This has supported the
mandate of programs that seek project proposals fron-i a
range of interests.

Board staff felt the program provides a bridge for the Board
into the cominunities. It also provides the Board with
important examples of co-management and stewardship m
action.

4. What are some of the greatest
di iculties with the program?

By far, the greatest difficulty all groups
of people identified was the program's
funding situation.

Quite a few people noted that the
funding, which is provided on a year-to-
year basis and may change annually,
creates great uncertainty for both staff
and communities. This imcertainty
causes costly turnover in staff positions
(as stewards move on to more certain

12
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and fuU-time positions). It also makes it difficult to plan
multi-year initiatives. And, importantly, it drains a
significant amoimt of staff time to pursue funding every year
(currently the coordinator is managing relations with up to
15 flinders). One person noted that if a piece of the funding
pie is removed, for even a short period of time/ the program
could collapse.

Some people noted that the Yukon government's absence as
a fonder has a significant negative impact. They felt the
Yukon government had to recognize the value of the
program and its role in supporting the government's
mandate. One person noted that core program costs are
often the hardest part to fundraise for. They felt all funders,
including the Board/ needed to provide more core support.

The limited amount of funding was also highlighted as a
difficulty. People felt that there was enough work for all
stewards to work full-time. However, only one of the four
positions has been fuU-time. Additionally, stewards have
few, if any resources to work with except for dedicated
project dollars. This limits their ability to take advantage of
even small opportunities. People in favoiir of expanding the
program to other commimities also noted that limited funds
currently made this impossible.

The lack of job security and resulting himover of stewards
was highlighted by a number of people as a difficulty. The
turnover is costly in terms of the time and money needed for
hiring, training and mentoring. It also means a new
steward's time is diverted into rebuUdmg important
community relationships instead of working on projects. As
one steward noted, getting buy-in and acceptance can be
difficult. A couple of people/ however, did add that turnover
wasn't always a bad thmg in the long run as the outgoing
stewards carried their capacity and experience of
commimities into their next job.

A number of people believed stewards also faced bum out
and frustration. People felt this might be due to different
factors: community apathy; confusion of roles (pardcularly
between the RRC and the Steward); conipeting demands and
expectations are placed on the steward; a lack of local
support or positive feedback; and a sense of isolation.

icre 15 a conru5ion 01

sometimc5

icre needs to be more

communication. I }ne example

overlap is if there is a salmon studq on
I

ie weir; who is going to get

information and distribute it to the

I? i he

Y^C^-" (Community contact)

"I would li!<e see school students

getting involved evert) year in a project
that the communitt) and steward are
working on. F^or example, a 5tudent
could work. with the permafrost expert
that comes to town, or do an oral

history on fisheries, or a field day with
a pa laeontologist | could create a

networlc of resource people the school
could access for these projects.... E>ut

the short funding Ctjde limits mtj abiiity
to plan for thi s. ft would help both the

school and resource people to have a
long-term commitment, (^f'ewarc

13
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"1^ you are worlcing with stewardship,
you are not producing widgets. |t is
hard to cjuanrfy the impact" (frogram
contact)

"There should be an effort made to

-e the po5itions longer-term

. ay or simiiarjoos.

ie gain in maintaining rne person ror

a longer period of time wou!d be worth
ie 1-inancial pain. Y ou would save in

turnover."

contact)

U-TO be successful in the long run

nece5Sitate5 standing on a -t-irmer

ling i'oundation."

contact)

A couple of people noted that the local steering committees
presented challenges for different reasons. One said the
steward received direction from too many people while
another noted the committee niembers were too busy to
provide feedback and ideas.

A few program people and a staff member highlighted the
difficulty of measuring the many intangible impacts and
benefits of the program. How does one measure commimity
capacity or a change m awareness and attitudes? They felt
this made it difficult to report impacts to funders in
particular.

There were some other difficulties that were mentioned by
one or two people:

> Outside issues, such as the explosion of the placer
debate in Dawson, can impact the program.

> The capacity and functioning level of other agencies in
the commimity varies and can greatly affect the
steward's success.

> Stewards often have to deal with conflict and

interpersonal communication issues and so need more
training in people skiUs.

> There is lack a of depth in admtnista-ative structure to
the program - there is a lot of responsibility placed on a
few people, the coordinator in particular. This makes
the program more flexible, but also more vuh^erable.

> Finding the right people to be stewards can be difficult,
though this has gone weU so far. Steward needs to be
able to develop trust, have technical knowledge, take
initiative, and work imsupervised.

> Maintaining the interest of the Board and Yukon
Sahnon Committee in the program has been a
challenge.

> There have been challenges in informing people about
the program and in estabUshing credibility. Some
people do not realize the steward doesn't work for
government; inany don't understand the steward works
for the whole community.

> People in communities need to see the stewards as a
key part of fish and wildlife management if the
program is going to get more support.

14
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> People do not know what is going on in other
commnnities. Board-community communication
should also be better.

> There needs to be more involvement of people m the
development of sahnon projects, not just commercial
fishermen.

> One challenge is to build a sense of celebration so
people want to participate and follow through on
initiatives (and not just for the potential mcome).

> A steward noted they received funding once for a
monitoring program but there was not any equipment
or support for iinplementing the program and little
direction.

"Jocyitjn 15 a tremendous resource and

lave tapped into her understanding

ot- how things work. in the communities.

icre are not manu Deoole wil

>c or muiti-communitu exoenence.

ie has been able to achieve so

much. " (program contact)

5. Is there anything about the
program you would like to see
changed or improved?

A few program people did not see any
need for change to the program.
However/ many reconunended specific
changes based on their experience of
working with the program.

As highlighted in the list of difficulties,
the greatest change all groups of
interviewees would Uke to see is to the

program's funding situation. Many
people recommended the need for multi-
year funding commitanents to provide certainty and stabiBty;
a commimity person suggested a five-year commitanent was
needed. Some called for an increase in the amoimt of funding
to allow for an increase m the number of stewards, the hours

of the current positions, and/or the program budgets each
steward has to work with. This suggested change was
supported by both current and past stewards. One steward
also suggested more resources were needed so stewards
could dedicate more tune to n-ientoring a local person.

People also highlighted that the government needed to step
up to the plate to fund the program. One person said other
sponsors needed to start "wrenching money loose" from the
territorial government in particular as it gets so much value
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"YTG E-nvir'onmcnt (and other

governmentsj needs to be clear on how

it5 goals are being achieved by this
program. ] thinl< the ̂ )oard could be
playing a role on challenging others to
play a bi^er role. "The danger is that
if the E>oard is doing it, others may say
they don't need to do it. ̂ o the

>oard needs to keep UD the

pressure. " iFroeram

"]t is reaiit j important ̂ or communities

to have a person who lives in their

communities to provide them with the
information they need to get engaged
in hsh and wildlife conservation.... NO

low many time5 you might vi5it

community, you are atill an
;r. program

i he program provides the means t-or

lin communities to

continue to communicate with eacl

;r resDCctt'ullu' IFroeram

out of the program. It was suggested that the Board also
needs to demonsta-ate its ownership and support of the
program by dedicating more funding to it. This would help
to lever funds from other agencies.

One person noted the need for more quantitative evaluation
(such as surveys about changes in attitudes and awareness).
They felt it was important to get a more tangible
demonstration of impact and wanted to see the program
more constantly examine itself. They were also concerned
there was a potential for stewards to invest themselves and
resources away froin the land and water, into other aspects
of society.

One noted that the program should expand in Whitehorse to
help raise its profile. They also recommended unproved
coinmunication materials about the program.

One person felt that the steward workplans were too open
ended and that stewards should be required to have more
deliverables and defined objectives. Another felt that the
program needed to be more strategic in its choices of
projects, to look at the big picture of needs (e.g. to change
attitudes, to target a particular group not currently involved)
and not just work on the thmgs that are more obvious and
easier to do. However, others also noted the importance of
continuing to aUow flexibility in responding to community
priorities.

The need for unproved support for the stewards was also
raised. One person noted the board needs to provide more
personal support to the stewards - board members that live
u-i the same conununity could become more active and
interested. The same type of support was suggested for the
coordinator as she carries so much responsibility for the
program.

Another suggested a more formal link between the steward
and RRC might provide the steward with inore support at
the community level. Another noted the need for more
consistency in the skills of the stewards and the need to use
parfa-iers more for ta-ammg. One steward suggested more
training was needed before first going to a community.
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One person noted that the hu-mg process for stewards should
not change as it has successfully selected the person with the
best skills and has been free from political or other pressures.

A few highlighted the need to communicate more about
achievements of the program with involved agencies and
conunimities. In particular, two program contacts felt it
would be helpful to leam more about the projects that have
been carried out/ with an emphasis on the lessons that had
been learned on each project. One person suggested a need
for increased celebration of people on the land, "to show we
are part of a himting and gathering culture. " Commimity
people suggested more program promotion was needed at
the community level to help increase involvement.

Similar to the need to document lessons, one person noted a
need for a central data area/ a place to hold information so a
change in staff doesn't mean loss and reinvenUon of
tnforination.

One cormnunity person wanted to see the program become
less fish focused, and work more on wildlife/ particularly
caribou. They also questioned who was getting the project
funding for the fish related projects and saw a need for the
funding to go through the RRC more.

Another suggested that stewards need to get out more on the
land with members of the community/ assessing and
monitoring things like the setting of nets, to help identify
future research needs. They also suggested a newsletter for
their coinmimity on key nianagement issues and activities.

"Jocylyn's role is critical ongoing
suoDortrortne community - sne K.nows

wnat is going on in all or tne

communities so she can convei)

happening to others. 5he has tons of
contacts and can help uou

iroiecte. I still call her+-or advice

perspectives on issues. " (fast
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"When I look. at the resources

government: normally pours into

ling; it blows me away that [the

TOgramJ doesn't get funded more

than it does. [collar for dollar, they get
a lot out o^ it. ferhap5 it 15 because, as

a co-management approach, no one
can control it. E?ut that is part of post-
land claims resource management world
and this program fits with that."
steward)

6. Would you like to see the
program continued? Why or
Why not!

AU but one person indicated a strong
support for continuation of the
program. The only exception
indicated their support depended on
the results of the evaluation and

possible need to revamp the
program.

The reasons provided for their
continuation of the program strongly
echoed many of the benefits outlined
m the first question. However/ some
additional thoughts were provided:

> The corrununity values the positions - as demonstrated by
the support from the First Nation and RRC.

> YTG has a skeleton staff to work in the non-park area in
our region, yet it is a huge area. The stewards help get this
work done.

> It is important to add more "environmental flavour" to
our community.

> The more people aroimd the table tatking about natural
resources the better. The program is a key link in co-
management. It builds reladonships.

> The program has encouraged a diversity of people in the
community to get involved in stewardship, not just those
with technical or academic training.

> People on the land need plain language information about
continual changes m policies and procedures. The
steward helps people imderstand what leadership and
government are doing. It is much better having a person
who lives in the community providing this information to
them.

> It is a good model of co-management that needs to be
allowed to develop further.

> Habitat issues wUl be taken more seriously in the
cormnunities because of the program. It is important to
keep moinentuin going, to keep growing cominunity
capacity.

> There is a need to continue to fine tune the program.
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> The government is moving more and more towards an
increased stewardship role in communities so more
coordination is needed.

> These communities reaUy need somebody to act as a
spark plug and the neutrality of the steward's position is
important to success.

> The program contributes to the goal of fish and wildlife
being there for future generations and encourages people
to take responsibiUty for that.

> The program's flexibility and informality allows this
program to do thmgs others can't. Stewards can jump on
opportunities.

PROGRAM AND PROJECT
REPORTS

A selection of documents was

provided to the contractor. These
included a few community project
reports to funders/ two annual
program reports prepared by the
coordinator, two sample workplans,
and a few public communication
materials.

As noted earlier/ most project
reports were not available to the
conb-actor for review as there was

no cenfa-al file or database of the

three years of projects that the stewards have been involved
in. Most community stewardship projects are sponsored by
other agencies so many of the final reports are kept by these
agencies.

It was hoped that the project and program reports would
provide a supplementary source of information on the
unpacts commimity stewards were making in some of the
key objective areas. However, with the excepdon of the two
annual program reports (2003/04 and 2004/05), the project
reports that were received provided little added value. They
differed greatly in scope and, for the most part/ just
described the project's activities. The reports likely fulfilled
the expectations of the project funders but they did not

"We need to build a bank of

lcnowledge and wisdom that future

projecte and 5taff can leam fro m."

rogram
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""There is an ongoing need to assess

each Steward's success in building

Ishio and t-acilitatine Droiects.

115 can be dit+icult to measure. It

program participants to

loo an

communication system that will allow

ie Doard to easiltj asaess program

efficacy and facilitate the adaptations
necessary for success in ever-shifting
community and governance
circum5tances. " (C ommuniti

khip f^roe^ram, project f^e^

March 20CH-)
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conta-ibute any information for this evaluation on how the
project outcomes might have supported the overall
objectives of the community stewardship program.

The reports did serve to indicate that the role of the steward
in assisting a project was not always acknowledged. In one
instance, the steward apparently played a significant role in
coordinating and supporting a project in Old Crow
(according to the Community Stewardship Program's annual
report). However, in the project report submitted by the RRC
to the funding agency, no reference was made to the
steward's role. If this lack of documentation of the steward's

role also occurs in other project reports, it could contribute to
a lack of understanding about the reach and impact of the
stewardship program.

The two annual program reports provided an overview of aU
of the activities the stewards were involved in during the
year. These activities were grouped according to the seven
themes covered by the program objectives. However, the
reports were primarily descriptive in nature, with limited
analysis of the challenges and successes of the program. The
reports do not provide a summary of any lessons that may
have been learned in so many diverse activities, outline any
adaptations that will be implemented as a result, or describe
specific impacts that may have been achieved in the past
year.

The two sample conunimity work plans that were provided
to the confa-actor differed significantly in format. While both
identified different activities in each of the seven areas

covered in the objectives, only one included specific tasks
and a timeline. Neither included any indicators of success or
mention of how the plan would be monitored or evaluated.
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Analysis and
Recomniendations

ANALYSIS OF OBJECTFVES ^^

The purpose of this evaluation is to assess
how weU the current program objectives are
being met. However, the greatest challenge
in this task has been the manner in which the

current objectives are written. They are either
not easily measurable (e.g. "To enhance
coirununity imderstanding") or the degree of desired
activity or change is not clear (e.g. "To provide
opportunities"). There are also no targeted timelines
integrated into the objectives so it is not clear when they are
expected to be completed.

AddidonaUy, the term "commimity" is frequently used to
describe who should change but this term is vague. Can a
steward realistically assist a whole community to identify
stewardship priorities? Or is it the lead agencies in a
community that the steward is expected to assist?

These objectives were adopted from the earlier Habitat
Stewardship & Conservation program when the Board first
started the program three years ago. As a new program, it
was likely assumed that any level of improvement would be
considered success. However, as the program evolves, it is
important to set more specific, measurable, achievable,
realistic and time-bound objectives (SMART objectives). Or
the program may choose to define more of an outcomes-
based approach that focuses on program impacts, not
outputs.

Whichever framework is adopted, the approach needs to
provide a much clearer indication of how the Board will
define "success" imder this program.

Improvements are also required in the reporting of activities
so that data is more consistently collected and analyzed.
Importantly, there should be opportunities built into the
process for leaniing from past experience and adapting the

^VTIAL
C>.0?Uf?£

HSHCKT
OPEN

RECOMMENDATION #1
The Board should develop a new
planning and evahiation framework,
as resources cdlow, so that the vision

for success of the Community
Stewardship program is more clearly
defined up front and measurable at
the end.

This process for developing a new
evaluation framework should
include:

> A review of all current objectives
as weU. as the purposes
suggested by contacts during this
evaluation.

> The drafting of new objectives
that wQl be clear in their intent

and desired type and degree of
change.

> An outline of the indicators of
success for each objective.

> The identification of mechanisms
that wiR be used. to effectively and
efficiently monitor and evaluate
success.

> The development of new
mechanisms for documenting and
sharing of lessons learned.

It is recognized that midti-year core
funding may need to be secured
before any significant investment in
a new planning and evaluation
framework can. be rationalized.
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program approach as needed. These lessons would be
valuable both for the program and its partners.

Developing a new and comprehensive planning, monitoring
and evaluation framework requires a commitment of both
tune and resources. Such an invesfanent may not be
appropriate unless the program secures multi-year core
funding. In the mterim, smaller changes may be possible.

The following analysis focuses on how weU the program has
achieved the current program objectives in the last three
years. It also provides additional remarks and
recommendations for possible improvements to the
program.

Objective #1: To enhance community understanding of
the importance of stewardship and conservation of
salmon, freshwater fish and wildlife resources and
habitats.

RECOMMENDATION #2
Past educational initiatives should be

reviewed to help identify cost-
effective, easy to implement
mechanisms that could be used for
gathering data on changes in
people's understanding of
stewardship and conservation.

Materials (e.g. a standard workshop
evaluation form} and guidance
should be provided to stewards to
help ensure the effective and
consistent use of the new tools.

As resources allow, efforts should be
made to collect baseline data on the

current level of understanding in
comjnunittes of the importance of
stewardship and conservation.

The information provided in. the interviews strongly
indicates the stewards have achieved this objective. The
stewards were reported as having played a significant role
m increasing community understanding of the importance
of stewardship and conservation, and of fish and wildlife
habitat and management issues.

It is not possible to assess the degree of change in a
commimity's understanding over the last three years as no
baseline studies were conducted at the beginning of the
project to assess knowledge and awareness levels m the
target commimities. Additionally, no surveys or other tools
have been used to gather information in this area in the last
three years. Comprehensive baseline and foUow-up studies
can be expensive to implement and the program's funding
limitations have likely contributed to the lack of data
collection in this area.

However, there are a number of low cost efforts that the

program could implement to help document the type and
rate of change. For example, in the report on a YESAA
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workshop organized by the steward in Dawson, there was
no reference to any workshop evaluations being collected.
Even a simple evaluation fonn that asked people to rank the
degree of change in their understanding of the topic over
the course of the workshop could provide useful data.
Asking school kids to describe the inost important thing
they learned at the end of a talk, and recording the feedback,
could also be a helpful source of data if this was done
consistently.

There are other sunple tools that could help measure the
impact the program is having on people's understanding of
stewardship and conservation. They need to be used
consistently, be documented, and be linked to predefined
indicators of success.

Objective #2; To assist communities to identify local
stewardship priorities and help develop related plans,
programs and projects.

Interview findings indicate that stewards have played a
critical role in putting a range of ideas into action. They
have worked extensively on project proposals, management
planning initiatives and other corrununity priorities. So they
have successfully achieved the second part of this objective.

Although stewards are clearly getting a number of projects
off the groimd, and off the shelf, it is not clear how a
steward may be assisting their community to identify local
stewardship priorities. In many cases, people indicated the
steward was the driving force in identifying project ideas
and opportunities. While this contributes to the overall
success of the program, it does not necessarily contribute to
the first part of the objective about helping the commimity
to identify its own stewardship priorities.

The extent to which communities are proactively identifying
priorities as a whole, and what the steward's role in this
priority setting might be/ was not made clear in the
interviews or other doaunentation. However, this is not an

indication of the program's failure to achieve this objective;

RECOMMENDATION #3
In order to effectively measure
program, impacts on "community" or
"communities", the intent of the term
needs to be more clearly defined in.
all objectives. In some cases, it may
represent co-management agencies
in the community. In others. it may
refer to indiuidual community
members.
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rather, it is an indication of a lack of information on how

communities are setting priorities.

One steward did note that people were starting to seed her
with ideas for projects but this positive mdicator does not
necessarily reflect a commimity as a whole working to
identify new ideas. As noted earlier in the Analysis and
Reconunendation section, the use of "coinmunities" niay
also be problematic. Is it reasonable for a steward to be
expected to assist a whole community to identify
stewardship priorities?

If the program continues to have an objective related to
helping set local stewardship priorities, there may be a need
to redefine who the steward is expected assist in this
process.

RECOMMEWDATJOiV #4
During the review of current program
objectives, consideration should be
gwen to removing some of the
activities outlined in the objectives,
such as the integration of knowledge
into stewardship initiatives, and
incorporating them instead into
standards of practice or a set of
values about how the program will
operate.

Objective #3; To ensure the collection and integration
of scientific, local, and First Nation traditional
knowledge as part of the design and implementation of
stewardship initiatives.

The program clearly achieves success in the area of
collecting and facilitating information sharing and
exchange. In the interviews a number of people commented
on the role the stewards played as a clearinghouse for
information. Local people use stewards as a source of
information for technical and scientific information. They
also bring information to the stewards about their concerns,
observations on the land, or ideas for change. The steward
may in turn share such information with a range of
agencies.

Program people also provide considerable information to
stewards. They provide training to stewards (e.g. on bird
identification or survey techniques), which stewards then
share with community members. They also provide
information on planning and consultation activities which
the stewards then commimicate to the community.

However, the program's success in integrating scientific,
local and traditional knowledge into the design of initiatives
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is not immediately apparent. It was not highlighted m the
interviews except in a couple of rmportant instances. For
example, the steward in Old Crow used traditional and local
knowledge to help identify potential spawning grounds.
These sites were then integrated into the scientific field
studies. Another person described a youth camp project in
Mayo and indicated that the knowledge of Elders and
scientific knowledge were both shared with the youth.

The two annual reports also include some reference to the
integration of different types of knowledge in stewardship
activities. For example, in 2003/04, the Mayo steward
"planned and implemented interviews for Local/Traditional
Knowledge research related to Peel River habitat work."
The steward also consulted with Elders when developing
interpretive panels for Devil's Elbow. It is assumed the
Elders' knowledge was integrated into the final product.

However, the degree to which different types of knowledge
are intentionally integrated into stewardship initiatives is
not well documented or a focus of program reports. The
annual reports combine a range of "Sharing Knowledge"
activities imder the same category but they do not describe
how the knowledge is used or integrated into initiatives.

In response to the question on the purpose of the program,
the interviewees frequently mentioned the purpose of the
program was to coUect and share information. But no
mention was made of the need to integrate the diverse types
of knowledge into the planning and implementation of
initiatives. It may be that this is assumed to be standard
practice in Yiikon co-management initiatives rather than a
specific purpose or objective. If so, it may be more relevant
to include the intent of this objective in a set of values or
standard practices for the program.

Currently, however/ this objective clearly places a focus on
both the collection and integration of knowledge into
stewardship initiatives. If this objective is to remain as
written, reporting mechanisms should focus more on
measuring both of these aspects.
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RECOMMENDATION #5
The definition of "capacity" and
"capacity building opportunities"
should be clearly defined in. any new
set of program objectives and other
program materials so it is clear what
kind of capacity is the focus.

Community Stewardship Program - Three Year Evaluation

Objective #4: To provide opportunities for individual
and community capacity building through stewardship
projects.

Information from the interviews and reports clearly
indicates stewards are providing a diversity of capacity
building opportunities to their communities. Some of this
work is one-on-one with commimity members but much of
it comes through getting community involvement in
stewardship projects.

The stewards also help support the capacity of agencies in
the community/ particularly the RRCs. In addition to
providing an exta-a set of hands in the impleinentation of
projects, stewards have helped RRCs improve their office
systenis and provide project ideas.

The capacity of the stewards themselves is also being
increased. Support from the partners and program
coordinator provides the stewards with new skills and
knowledge in a broad range of areas.

The stewardship program, therefore, successfully meets the
objective of providing opportunities for capacity building.

A number of people noted that the success of capacity
building is somethmg that is very difficult to measure. The
first challenge is to even define the kind of "capacity" that is
going to be measiired.

Typically, capacity building is interpreted as meaning
increasing someone's skills and abilities. Providing ta-aining
m proposal writing or bird identification and banding can
easily be seen as a type of capacity building.

However, capacity is buUt whenever an individual, agency
or community becomes better equipped to tackle their goals.
In addition to acquiring new skiUs and knowledge, capacity
to achieve goals is also unproved when additional resources
are acquired (e.g. project funding). Improved networks and
partnerships can also increase an organization's or
community's capacity to address stewardship goals.
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In order to more effectively measure the program's success
in providing capacity building opportunities to both
individuals and communities/ it would be beneficial to

better define the types of capacity the stewards are meant to
focus on. As noted earlier, a clarification of who makes up
the "community" would also be helpful.

Additionally/ the current objective does not require any
measurement in the change in capacity levels of individuals
or the community. It is Ukely based on the assumption tinat
capacity will be increased if inore opportimities are
provided. While simply providing opportunides can be an
achievable and measiirable task, this objective currently
does not provide any indication of the desired number or
types of opportunities.

Objective #5: To support and facilitate communication
between community and government stakeholders and
to assist the cost effective implementation of
stewardship programs at the local level.

This objective is really two objectives wrapped up m one.

The first part is about supporting and facilitating
communication. It is clear from most interviews that the

stewards play a strong role as a commimication link
between the community and government stakeholders.
Steward commimication activities were also highlighted m
the annual progran-i reports. Initiatives like steward-
produced newsletters or attendance at meetings and
teleconferences significantly contribute to the steward's
ability to facilitate an exchange of information among
stakeholders.

The second part of the objective focuses on the cost effective
implementation of stewardship programs at the local level.
Project and program reports do not provide any evidence to
help measure this objective. However, there were a few
indications in interviews that the stewards assist in cost

effective implementation of projects led by agencies outside
of the commimity.

BECOMMENDATION #6
The review of current objectives
should ensure that the intent of the
objective is something the
Community Stewardship Program.
can reasonably be held accountable
for.

For example, it may not be
appropriate to hold stewards
accoun.tablefor assisting in the "cost
effective" implementation of
programs sponsored by other
agencies.
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For example, one project manager had to leave a field
project imd-sta-eam. If the steward had not been there to take
over, the project may have been delayed/ likely at a cost.
Other program contacts from outside a community
highlighted the knportant role the steward played m getting
them local equipment, arranging logistics for meetings,
connecting them to resource people and potential project
staff. It is likely that more tune would have been invested by
these program contacts if the steward had not been available
to assist.

Overall, however, a steward's role in assisting the cost-
effective unplementation of a program, particularly one that
is led by another agency, is very difficult to measure. The
cost-effectiveness is typically the responsibility of the
sponsoring agency and is not something the steward can
reasonably be held accountable for. As noted under
Objective #3, it may be more appropriate to expect the
steward to assist other agencies as standard practice, not as
an objective of the program.

If both parts of this objective are stiU desired targets for the
program, the objective should be amended to ensure it can
be evaluated in the future.

RECOMMENDATION #7
The review should consider

integrating the responsibility for
identifying and pursuing funding
sources into the Job description
and/or workplanfor the steward
instead of a program objective.

Objective ft6: To identify and pursue additional
funding sources to support local stewardship
initiatives.

During the interviews, people frequently mentioned the
success of the stewards in developing projects and writing
proposals. The Annual program report from 2004/05
indicates that stewards raised an additional $430, 000 for

projects in the four communities.

The bulk of the project funding, $350,000, was raised in
Dawson, largely through Yukon River Panel's Restoration
and Enhancement projects. This indicates a significant
difference m the amoimt of funding raised in each
commurdty. However, the objective does not define a
particular target for any of the communities. Each
community has different opportitnities for funding based on
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the level of interest of funding agencies and on the
participation and support of potential partners.

This objective is closely linked to Objective #2, "To assist
communities to identify local stewardship priorities and
help develop related plans, programs and projects. " If the
steward is helping identify priorities and developing plans,
programs and projects, it would seem that seeking funding
would be one of the activities to achieve this, not a separate
objective. Clarification of Objective it2 could aUow for
Objective 96 to be deleted as an overall objective for the
program. Instead/ the pursuit of funding could be identified
as an expectation in a steward's job description and annual
workplan.

If kept as a separate objective, a targeted degree of change in
funding should be identified. This could be set out in
absolute terms (e.g. $10/000 a year per community) or it
could be noted in percentage increase (e.g. a 5% increase a
year). The latter approach would better reflect the different
opportunities available to the communities.

Objective it7: To ensure tangible and measurable
results of stewardship initiatives are achieved and are
apparent to communities and partners.

This objective is made up of two components. The first
focuses on ensuring tangible and measiirable results and the
second on ensuring the results are apparent to commimities
and partaers.

The annual program reports and interviews indicate that
many hands on/ visible activities were carried out by all
stewards. Although these activities were not described in
detail, it appears as if many of the results of these
stewardship projects are very tangible. For example, new
interpretive signs have been posted, lakes cleaned up,
concrete field data collected, trails made or improved, and
fish moved to the other side of a culvert.

Projects with these types of tangible results are also
measurable as the number of fish moved or signs posted can

RECOMMENDATION #8
Ensuring that uutiattues have
tangible and measurable results
should be an integral part of the
program's planning and evaluation
framework.

Improved documentation of results
and lessons learned would help the
improve program communications
and the celebration of results.
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be coimted. However/ many stewardship initiatives also
involve educational eleinents which by nature have less
tangible results. As noted earUer, these types of activities
have not been effectively monitored so their impacts are not
easy to demonsta-ate.

It is unclear why the first part of the objective is considered
necessary to articulate as it should be considered good
practice to measure and deinonstrate the success of any
initiative. If the intent is to ensure a significant niu-nber of
projects have experiential elements that involve commimity
people in hands-on stewardship activities, then the objective
should more clearly state this.

Based on the annual reports' treatment of this objective, it
appears as if the most important element of this objective is
the commimication and celebration of project results with
the cominunity and other partaiers.

The newsletter in Haines Junction is one positive example of
how urformation is consistently being shared with the
cominunity and partners on projects and other stewardship
initiatives. Other random examples of celebration and
sharing of results were also mentioned m the interviews and
reports. For example, people described how photos of one
project were turned into a powerpoint presentation to help
celebrate community people working on the project. This
helped raise awareness of the project with non-participating
members of the commiu-dty.

At the community level, interviewees felt that people are
quite aware of the different activities the steward has been
involved in, although they felt people might not always
xmderstand who organized or funded it. However, it is
important to note that all interviewees except two were
hand picked because of their famiUarity with the program
so their knowledge of stewardship activities is likely higher
than most community members. Only two school principals
had no direct connection to the program and both principals
demonsfa-ated a low knowledge of the stewardship program
and its activities. More data would need to be collected to

assess the level of awareness of project results in each
community.
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A couple of program contacts indicated they would Uke
more information on what projects had been undertaken
and, more importantly, what had been learned in their
unplementation. This indicates that there is room for
iinprovement in meeting partaiers' need for information on
the results of the stewardship initiatives.

ADDITIONAL PROGRAM CONCERNS

Funding
The greatest Limitation to the program's growth and
continued success is its current funding situation. Funding is
provided by up to 15 different agencies each year. Although
some agencies have supported the program every year, aU
funders/ including the Board, have only provided a
commifanent of funding for one year at a time. This leads to
many of the other difficulties identified in the interviews
such as the turnover of staff, an inability to plan beyond
fiscal year end.

The Yukon government's lack of contribution to the program
was also noted as a limitation. The overall Umited amount of

funding also restricts the program's ability to lever
additional funding.

Under the current funding arrangement/ it is difficult to see
this program achieving any more than it already does. A
commitment of core, multi-year funding from key partners
(new and old), would likely have a significant positive
impact on the program and make it less vulnerable to annual
shifts in external funding priorities.

Turnover of staff

As many people noted/ the himover of community stewards
comes at a cost to the program and the community. In less
than three years, the program has had to replace or find new
steward six times. There is usually a period of tune in the
process where the commimity is without a steward. It also
takes a notable amoimt of staff time and money to hire and
train new stewards. It then takes time for the stewards to

build relationships in the communities which delays their

RECOMMEWDATJOW #9
Securing mutU-year funding should
be a priority focus for the Board. A
comnvtmentfrom the Board to
provide a portion of the core funding,
for a number of years, could assist in
securing funding from other sources.

The Board should also seek to build

new funding partnerships with.
parties that derive notable benefits
from the success of the program.
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RECOMMENDATION #10
In addition to improving certainty for
the stewards by securing multi-year
funding, the compensation and
benefits package for the stewards
should be reviewed to ensure it is

competitive and reflects the
responsibility of the position. The
rate should be set based on fairness
and competitiveness andfundraised
for accordingly.

Other support mechanisms for all
program staff should also be
reviewed and strengthened where
possible. However, turnover is
inevit.able and should be accounted

for in the program's budget and
planning cycle.
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ability to effectively share information among agencies and
to motivate the commimity to action on stewardship
initiatives.

Turnover occurs partly because the position can only be
guaranteed for one fiscal year at a time. Some stewards
move on to more secure positions. Additionally, most of the
positions are less than full-time (30 hours/week) which
makes the overall wage less competitive. Some people also
considered the stewards' hourly rate to be low given the
level of responsibility and skills they were expected to have.
In some cases, it is the lack of support or the feeling of
isolation of the position that has added to the stress of
staying in the position.

However, the hu'ing process for the steward appears to have
been appropriate as the people who have been hired have
demonstrated sta-ong initiative and an ability to work under
often challenging conditions. The emphasis on the need to
hire the candidate with the strongest skills, abilities and
technical knowledge has been important to the success of
the program.

Conclusion

The information collected during this evaluation
clearly indicates a strong base of support for the
Community Stewardship Program, at both the
community and program level.

The program is seen as offering many benefits to
the communities and agencies. People strongly
support having a person in the community who
acts as a catalyst for getting projects done, is an
educator and role model, provides a critical link
among co-management agencies/ is a source of
diverse types of information/ and is just an exta"a
pair of hands.

Overall, people felt this unique program was inaking an
knportant difference in the areas of stewardship,
conservation and co-management.
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One of the challenges faced during the review was the lack of
baseline data from the begiru-iing of the program. This made
it difficult to gauge the level of change that had occurred
over the last three years. Additionally, the program
objectives were written in a way that made it challenging to
identify the type and degree of change that the program was
sta'iving to achieve.

Additionally, as noted in the findings and analysis, most
reports from commimity stewardship projects were not
available for review. Those that were reviewed often did not

indicate how project activities or results linked to the overall
program objectives.

The planning and evaluation framework for the program
needs to be significantly unproved if success is going to be
effectively measurable in subsequent years. However, this
type of effort will require additional resources to unplement.
It is clear from the interview results, that both funding and
staff time are very lurdted. There is also a need to balance the
need for collecting data and measuring success with the need
to maintain a steward's ability to be flexible in responding to
their commimity's unique needs and priorities.

An effective new planning and evaluation framework for the
program would identify and measure success. It would find
a way to establish some baseline measiirements to gauge
change over time. It would also include the documentation
and integration of lessons learned in the program. This type
of framework could help the program become more effective
and allow it to demonsta-ate its successes more expUcitly to
its supporters and funders.

However, the program will continue to achieve a range of
successes with or without this framework. The evaluation of

the current objectives indicates that the program is achieving
notable level of success in each area. With the outlined

improvements, the Board could significantly strengthen its
ability to demonstrate the impact the Community
Stewardship Program is having in the Yukon.

Over'allj people felt this unicjue

program was malt ing an important
-erence in rne area5 or stewarct5nip,

conservation and co-management.

~]-here is a need to balance the need

for collecting data and measuring
success with the need to maintain a

steward's ability to be flexible in
responding to their community's
unicjuc needs and priorities.
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Appendix I: Funding Partners

Greater than $50,000 annually
Yukon River Panel (Restoration and Enhancement Fund) (Year 1-3)
Ducks Unlimited Canada (Year 1-3)

$25-50, 000 annually
Walter and Duncan Gordon Foimdation (Year 1, 2)

$5-25, 000 annually
Vuntut Gwitch'in First Nation (Year 2, 3)

Yukon Fish and WUdlife Enhancement Tmst (Year 2)

Yukon Fish and Wildlife Management Board (Year 3)
Environment Canada (Northern Ecosystems Initiatives) (Year 1)
First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun (Year 1-3)
Alsek Renewable Resource Council (Year 1-3)

Parks Canada (Year 2, 3)

Canadian WildUfe Service (Year 3)

Yukon River Commercial Fishers Association (Year 2, 3)

North Yukon Planning Commission (Year 3)
Vimtut Development Corporation (Year 2, 3)
Canadian Council on Human Resources in the Environment Industry (CCHREI) (Year 2)
Yukon Territorial Government - Community Development Fund (Year 3)

Less than $5,000 annually
Mayo DisMct Renewable Resource Coiincil (Year 1-3)
Selkirk Renewable Resource Council CYear 3)

North Yukon Renewable Resource Council (Year 2, 3)

Fisheries and Oceans Canada (Year 1-3)

Yukon Sahnon Committee (Year 1)

Other participating agencies (Steering Committee M.embers and Community Liaison)
Government of Yukon

Champagne and AishUuk First Nations
Kluane First Nation

Tr'ondek Hwech'tn First Nation

Dawson District Renewable Resource Council

Selkirk First Nation
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Appendix II: List of Interviewees

DAWSON

Tun Gerberding

Roberta Joseph

Dorothy Cooley

Shelby Jordan

Dennis Gauthier

Sebastian Jones

Jake Dimcan

HAINES JUNCTION

Rhonda Markel

Amy McKinnon

Boyd Campbell

Ruth Lawrence

Elsabe Kloppers

MAYO

Lorelee Johnston

Mark O'Donoghue

Russell McDiarmid

JoeUa Hogan

OLD CROW

WilUam Josie

Stan NjootU Sr

Robert Bruce

Jennifer Smith

Beverley Brown

Trondek H'wechin First Nation / Yukon River Commercial Fishing
Association (YRCFA)

Fish and Wildlife Director, Trondek H'wechin First Nation

Regional biologist. Government of Yukon

Secretariat/ Dawson Renewable Resources Coimcil

School Principal, Robert Service School

Steward

Former steward

Kluane National Park and Reserve/ Parks Canada

Former secretariat, Alsek Renewable Resources Coimcil

Member, Alsek Renewable Resources Council

School Principal, St. Elias Commimity School

Steward

Mayo Renewable Resources Council / Mayo office of Yukon
Environmental and Socio-Economic Assessment Board (YESAB)

Regional biologist/ Government of Yukon

Steward

Former steward / Director of Lands, First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dim

Lands Director, Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation

Chair, North Yukon Renewable Resources Council / Member, Yukon
Sabnon Coinmittee

Viuitut Gwitchin Elder / Member, North Yukon Renewable Resources

Council

Steward

Former steward
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PROGRAM
LEVEL

Wendy Nbcon

Amy Leach

Bob Hayes

Shawn Francis

Sandy Johnson

Al von Finster

Barney Smith

Gerry Couture

Isaac Anderton

Lorelei Smifh

Hugh Monaghan

YFWMB STAFF

Jocylyn McDowell
Christine

Cle?:nom

Kelly Hayes

Canadian WildUfe Service, Environment Canada

Biologist, Ducks UnUmited Canada

Former staff. Ducks Unlimited Canada

Executive Director/ North Yukon Planning Commission

Technical Advisor, Yukon River Panel / Staff, Fisheries and Oceans Canada

Technical Advisor, Yukon River Panel / Staff, Fisheries and Oceans Canada

Biologist, Community Knowledge Programs/ Government of Yukon

Former member, Yukon Fish and Wildlife Management Board / Member/
Yukon Sahnon Committee

Environmental Dynamics Inc. (consulting firm) / Former steward

Member, Yukon Sahnon Coinmittee / Member, Yukon River Panel

Executive Secretary, Yukon River Panel

Program Coordinator, Community Stewardship Program

Executive Director

Former Executive Director
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Appendix III: Interview questions

QUESTIONS FOR COMMUNITy PEOPLE - 1st level (First Nation, RRC, schools)
1. How would you describe the purpose of the program?
2. What involvement or connection have you had with the program? (duration and frequency of

contact, type of contact)
3. What type of things have you seen the commimity stewards do in yoiir commurdty?
4. What difference has having a community steward in your community made?
5. What do you see as the reatest benefit of the program to your commurdty?
6. What are some of the greatest difficulties with the program?
7. Is there anything about the program that you would like to see changed or unproved?
8. Would you like to see the program continued in your community? Why or why not?
9. Is there anything you would like to add?
10. Is there anyone else you feel we should talk to about this program?

QUESTIONS FOR COMMUNITY CONTACTS - 2»d level (e. g. Principals)
1. Can you describe what you think the purpose of the program is?
2. What involvement or connection have you had with the program? (duration and frequency of

contact, type of contact)
3. How have the cominunity stewards du-ectly helped you in your work?
4. What difference has having coinmunity stewards in your commiuuty made?
5. Is there anything you would Kke to add?

QUESTIONS FOR PROGRAM LEVEL CONTACTS (Funders, other partners or people with
multi-steward contact)

1. Can you describe what you understand the purpose of the program to be?
2. What involvement or connection have you had with the program?
3. How have the community stewards directly helped you in your work?
4. What difference has having community stewards in Yukon commrmities made?
5. What do you think is the reatest benefit of the program to Yukon communities?
6. What are soine of the greatest difficulties with the program?
7. Is there anything about the prograni that you would like to see changed or unproved?
8. Would you like to see the program continued? Why or why not?
9. Is there anythmg you would like to add?
10. Is there anyone else you thmk we should talk to about this program?
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QUESTIONS FOR CURRENT STEWARDS
1. How long have you been working with the program?
2. What do you understand the purpose of the program to be?
3. What are the things you like about the stewardship program as a whole (what does it do

well)?
4. What are you most proud of in your accomplishments as a community steward?
5. What do you think has been the reatest benefit of the program to the community you work

in?

6. What are the greatest difficulties the program faces?
7. Is there anything about the program that you would like to see changed or improved?
8. Is there anyfhuig you would like to add?

QUESTIONS FOR PAST STEWARDS
1. What did you Uke most about your job?
2. Can you describe what you think the purpose of the program is?
3. What do you think your greatest accomplishments in the community were?
4. What were your greatest difficuldes?
5. What do you think should be changed or unproved?
6. Is there anything you would like to add?

QUESTIONS FORYFWMB STAFF
1. How would you describe the purpose of the program?
2. What do you think the greatest benefits of the program are?
3. What are some of the greatest difficulties with the program?
4. Is there anything about the program that you would like to see changed or unproved?
5. Would you like to see the program continued? Why or why not?
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Appendix IV: Projects initiated or supported by
stewards

iDAWSON

Yukon Fisheries Field Assistant Program
Steward assists in the facilitation of this program, which provides training for locals to work in
fisheries related jobs, enabling communities to take advantage of Restoration & Enhancement
(R&E) funds. Steward provides local knowledge, equipment and transportation.

Size Selective Fishing- Live Catch Fish Wheel
A project designed to encourage Yiilcon River fishers to switch from net based to live catch
wheel Chinook fishery. This will facilitate the return of large individuals into the stock. Steward
developed, fundraised, and coordinated fishers for this project. It is ongoing.

Test Fishery Program
Some years there are insufficient salmon for a commercial fishery, so managers need an
alternative fishery for stock assessment. The test fishery does this. Steward his at the centa-e of
the project.

Cold Storage for (subsistence) Fish
The fish caught in test fishery go the First Nation for distribution. Freezers were bought by the
program to facilitate this. The Steward initiated and coordinates this program.

First Fish Camp
Modeled after the First Hunt, this week long event teaches traditional and commercial fishing
techniques to local youth. Initially, the Steward was central. Currently the First Nation has
taken ownership of the project and the steward is involved in planning, teaching and stream
work.

Yukon River Drainage Fishers Association (YRDFA)
YRDFA teleconferences imite commimities across the length of the Yukon/ Porcupine River
system to discuss fisheries management objectives and practices. Steward posted weekly
meetings, encouraged community participadon and attended regularly.

Juvenile Fish Identification Handbook (http://www. juvenilefishid. com/)
Steward initiated and developed this identification tool.

Value-added fish processing facility - cooperative
In his role as a facilitator of the local R&E plan/ the Steward put a lot of time into getting a
sustainable fish processing facility going. This project now has a life of its own and the Steward
functions mamly in communications role.
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Yukon Queen II working group
Steward was instrumental in initiating an attempt to arrive at a cominunity-based solution to
the damage caused by the tour boat Yukon Queen II. This working group is now led by the
DDRRC.

Klondike River Area under the Curve (AUG) Surveys
A project to assess the populations of Chinook in the Klondike River. Initiated by the Steward/
eventually run by people tarained in the Fisheries Field Assistant course.

Juvenile Out-migration Project
A project to assess the demographics and timing of migrating juvenile fish in the Yukon River.
This involved use of a rotary screw trap. This was initiated by Steward, and eventually run by
the Fisheries Field Assistant coirrse graduates.

Radio Telemetry Study
This project took advantage of the timing of a radio tagging project to assess local sta-eams for
spawning activity. The steward facilitated the project.

Yukon River Working Group
This is an YSC sub-committee charged with saknon management on the Yukon Main stem.
Steward participates as a conduit for information in and out of the community.

Chandindu Weir

Steward initiated a project to count the number of spawning salmon on this river (1998 - 2004).
Participant eventually had the skills to take over the project. When the above project ended, the
Steward and the First Nation restored the site to a pre-project state using local manpower.

Salmon Interpretive Panels
Steward arranged funduig for and designed, built and installed a series of display panels about
the Ufe cycle of sahnon. The panels are at the confluence of the Klondike and Yukon Rivers.

Cooperative Business Model Education
Part of the plan of the Fish Co-op was setting up the first "new generation" co-op in the Yukon.
Steward organized a series of workshops for all Yukoners to imderstand how they work.

Community-based Writing Course.
Steward built capacity of commimity members to undertake projects by fostermg literacy skills
amongst local fishers.

YESAA workshop
Steward responded to community needs as the new environmental assessment act approached,
and organised a workshop to teach local people how to work with the new regime.
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Quarterly newsletter
Steward writes a newsletter available on line, in the local paper and by email. It focuses on
Stewardship activities and similar fish and wildlife issues with a local flavour.

Plant Watch

Steward initiated this chapter of this national program that monitors timing of spring plant
blooming as a tool to track climate change.

Climate Change Workshop
Steward is coordinating this event in Dawson on the tails of COP11 talks m Monti-eal in 2005.
Through this event the commimity can derive a plan to reduce the GHG contributions of
individual citizens, and find ways to adapt to climate change in Dawson.

Community Support and Involvement
Steward plays an active role in the local commimity, by assisting, participating, or taking a
coordinating role in various local organisations and initiatives and attends conununity events
and fimctions.

!MAYO

Harvest Data Collection

Steward assisted the NND Fish & WildUfe trainee in the collection of harvest data throughout
the salmon season.

Mayo River Stream Channel Enhancement
The purpose of this project was to enhance a sahnon bearing river that had been previously
altered. Steward was a commimity liaison and conducted minnow and channel surveys.

Chum Monitoring
Steward conducted and coordinated chum surveys in the Mayo River.

Yukon River Drainage Fishers Association (YRDFA)
YRDFA teleconferences unite communities across the length of the Yukon/ Porcupine River
system to discuss fisheries management objectives and practices. Steward posted weekly
meetings, encouraged community participation and attended regularly.

Fraser Falls Awareness

Steward developed messaging, coordinated sign construction and installation for a "Welcome
to Fraser Falls" sign. The messaging was based traditional northern Tutchone values and
respect for the land, water/ fish, animals and other people.

Youth Camps
Steward organized fishmg and hunting camps. These camps were held to promote an
awareness and appreciation of the land through various activities coordinated by the Steward.
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Peel River Watershed Key Wildlife Interviews
Steward interviewed elders with the Northern Tutchone Regional Biologist and the NND
Mapping Technician. The piirpose was to collect traditional knowledge about this area on key
wildlife habitat.

Devils Elbow HPA

Steward was involved with a multi-stakeholder cooperative effort to develop messaging for the
interpretive panels, to assist with site development and to coordinate the opening ceremony
held in the September 2005.

MacMillan Harvest Monitoring
Steward supported SRRC in monitoring harvest on the MacMiUan River.

Crystal Lake Wetland Shidy
In cooperation with Ducks Unlimited and NND Fish and Wildlife department/ conducted
waterfowl shidies at Crystal Lake. This survey is bemg conducted in the interest of using this
lake as part of treatment process for mine effluent.

Youth Art Contest
Steward organized traditional salmon harvest stuff with local youth.

Keno Mine Site Liaison
Steward coordinated a tour for elders of the Keno mine site in order to raise awareness about

ongoing environmental monitormg of the site. He also coordinated telegraph wire clean up
(with Y2C2) around the site.

Waterfowl Monitoring
Steward participated in both aerial and roadside duck surveys with the SRRC and Ducks
Unlimited. The steward also facilitated the installation of duck nest boxes with local youth for
the SRRC.

Community Support and Involvement
Steward plays an active role in the local conunurdty, by assisting, participating, or taking a
coordinating role in various local organisations and initiatives and attends community events
and functions.

OLD CROW

Chum Fishery Substitution
In response to low chum numbers/ Old Crow citizens volimtarUy stopped fishing for Chum
salmon; substitute dog food was brought m for dog owners. Steward organized and expedited
this labour-intensive project.
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Porcupine River Salmon Gathering 2005
Fishing communities of Old Crow, YT and Fort Yukon, AK were brought together to increase
communication and devise solutions to rebuild declining Chum sahnon stocks. Steward was
responsible for research, proposal writing, coordination, and report writing. Steward will also
be responsible for these aspects of the 2006 Gathering.

Chum Mark/Recaphire Test Fishery
A tagging program and test fishery occur near the town site of Old Crow to estimate Chum
populations. The subsistence fishery in Old Crow is also measured and tags recovered. Steward
participated in tagging and recapture activities, and provided logistical support in terms of
project preparation, transportation, storage and access. Steward also collected harvest data and
adn-iirdstered the tag recovery program for the subsistence fishery.

Coho Radio Tagging/ telemetry project
Steward provided logistical support for this project which sought to determine Coho spawning
areas in the Porcupine River drainage and involved radio tagging fish and tarackmg by aerial
telemetry.

Yukon River Drainage Fishers Association (YRDFA)
YRDFA teleconferences unite commiunities across the length of the Yukon/ Porcupine River
system to discuss fisheries management objectives and practices. Steward posted weekly
meetings, encouraged community participation and attended regularly. YRDFA hosted a
Yukon River exchange program for coinmunities to leam more about fishing in other locations.
Steward arranged participation of VGFN coimcillor in the Exchange and organized an
information package for the tour of Ft. Yukon fisheries.

School resource project
Steward met and developed learning outcomes for renewable resources with YTG (Education)
representatives and is working toward active involvement in the school.

School presentations and workshops
Steward organized and presented recycling and anti-litter campaign, CUmate Change, Wetlands
and Watersheds. Steward initiated youth art project "What the Land Means to Me"

Wetlands Handbook for Youth

These were created by the steward \n association with youth.

Student mentorship
Steward worked with a summer student developing office skiUs.

Youth proposal writing fa'aining session
Steward created a workshop to teach youth essential skUls m proposal writing.
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Big Caribou Days
Steward assisted with coordination of Big Caribou Days. This is a celebration of the caribou as
they pass through Old Crow in May.

Waterfowl survey and wetlands field trips
The steward organized and coordinated trips with RRC members.

Environmental education posters series: "Monitoring in Old Crow"
Steward created a poster series to enhance the awareness of monitoring in Old Crow area.

Old Crow Recycling
Steward organized awareness (Recycling/ Dump & Garbage Workshop) campaign with VGFN.
A Depot has been established as a society and has secured a building to implement a recycling
program. The steward established the society, fundraised, and coordinated site preparation and
staffing. Steward organized youth to create recycling posters to be placed aroimd the
commimity as well as create the printed poster with hired recycling coordinator. Youth
recycling coordinator has been working with the steward to organize and execute commrmity
recycling pick-ups.
Steward hired local sewers and orgardzed local artists to produce canvas bags in order to divert
plastic from entering the dump.

Vuntut Hunters & Trappers Association
The recently established Vuntut Hunters and Trappers Association hired a coordinator to seek
funding for the organization and administer it. A commimity member was hired and mentored
throughout. The Steward created the job/ executed Uring and provided fa'atning (includtng
computer skills, proposal writing, and adnunistrative office duties) throughout her
employment. Steward also secured resources and coordinated pairing of youth and experienced
trappers on the land.

Eagle River Peregrine Falcon Survey (2005)
This is a canoe based survey to assess Peregrine Falcon health and document relative
abimdance of other bird species. (The project also included banding of goslings.) The steward
participated in the survey and provided results to the community of Old Crow. Steward
provided education about the peregrine falcon and sought con-u-nunity involveinent.

Grey Headed Chickadee project
The purpose of the project is to determine whether the rare species of Grey headed chickadee is
found in the Old Crow area, as weU as to increase general awareness of birds. The project
involves putting up birdfeeders in the community and engagmg community members to
monitor and record sittings at these feeders. Steward is involved in coordinating project and
supplies.
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Thomas Berger/David Suzuki visit to Old Crow
The "Nature of Things" produced a program on changes in Northern communities since the
1979 Berger inquu-y. Cormnimity members spent one day on the land with David Suzuki and
Thomas Berger. Steward attended these discussions and provided logistical support.

Hunting and Fishing camps
Two youth camps were held in the summer or 2005. Here youth learned about traditional
hunting and fishing practices from elders and community members. Special visitors to camps
included local nurses/ RCMP/ game guardian, and YTG biologist and education representatives.
Steward helped in the coordination, camp supervision, development of learning objecdves,
creation of ganies, and environmental education.

Spring / Fall Waterfowl surveys
Spring coimts document demographics and investigate waterfowl use of the river before lake
thaw. Fall surveys document breeding pairs. Work was done on the Porcupine River, Little
Flats, and Cadzoe & Bluefish wetland complexes. Steward participated in flights of the Old
Crow area including the confluence of the Whitestone and Miner rivers and the Porcupine River
to the Alaskan border. Steward discussed results with cominiinity nienibers and arranged local
participation in these flights

Research and Monitoring Planning
Steward facilitated a coordinated monitoring strategy session involving several researchers and
Yukon-based experts indudmg VGFN, NYRRC/ Parks Canada/ YTG/ university NSERC chairs/
and cominunity meinbers. This event included exploration of funding options through the
International Polar Year to create a large-scale research project in the Old Crow Flats.

Old Crow Flats SMA workshops
Planning is being carried out for the Old Crow Flats Special Management Area and information
must be relayed to the public. Steward assists in the coordination and public outa-each for this
process/ by way of helping to host workshops and mforming the public about the processes.
The steward also sits on the Technical working group.

North Yukon Planning Commission Youth meeting
The NYPC is working to engage the youth as well as all community members in their planning
processes. The steward assisted in arranging a youth forum for the planning commission to
hear from youth. The steward also provides logistical support to NYPC.

Climate Change
In collaboration with NYRRC, VGFN, and the youth the steward is working to create a
Gwitchin/English Clunate Change pamphlet relevant to the north with practical solutions to
reducing cUmate change unpacts. In collaboration with NYE?RC, VGFN, a local artist and the
youth, the steward is working to create a mural depicting practical solutions to reducing climate
change impacts. In collaboration with NYRRC, VGFN, the steward is working to hire an energy
solutions technician to execute household visits to Old Crow homes to install energy efficient
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products as weU as provide ways for each home to reduce its own unpact. The Steward will be
involved in the 2nd annual cUmate change workshop in Old Crow to present results of climate
change, cominunity-driven projects.

Community Support and Involvement
Steward plays an active role in the local community, by assisting, participating, or takmg a
coordinating role in various local organisations and initiatives and attends community events
and functions.

HAINES JUNCTION

Chum Salmon Monitoring at Kluane River
Steward participates in monitoring of chum salmon spawning on the Kluane River with DFO
and KFN members.

Marshall Creek Fish Salvage
Steward initiated a fish salvage project at a dropped highway culvert at Marshall Creek. The
project involved the AKRC, DFO, CAFN, YTG, and local people in a hands-on conservation
initiative, while also raising awareness on a broader scale. This ultimately resulted in
government action to fix the problem at this location, and monitor effectiveness.

Alsek River Working Group
Steward participates in Alsek River Working Group sahnon meetings, with DFO, CAFN and
YSC.

Klukshu Weir Salmon Monitoring
Steward participated in DFO and CAFN salmon migration inonitoring at the Klukshu Weir.

"The Fish and Wildlifer" Conservation Newsletter for the Kluane Region
Steward created this newsletter, writes articles and updates, and coordinates submissions from
other parties (i.e. YTG, YFGA, Parks Canada, DFO, DU, CAFN, ARRC, and community
members). Steward publishes and distributes hard copies and maintains an email subscription
list. 6/year.

Article Submissions to the Haines Junction Community Newsletter, "The Echo"
Steward writes updates for the commiuiity newsletter 'the Echo' (4 / year) on current
stewardship events and initiatives.

Burbot Setline Educational Pamphlet
Steward initiated development of an educational pamphlet for Burbot setline techniques, m
response to increased local interest in set Uning. Partners were the ARRC, CAFN elders, local
fishers and the Yiikon Fish and Game Association.
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DU Brood Surveys (Scottie Creek, Taye Lake and Kloo/Jarvis Wetland)
Steward assisted the DU biologist and CWS with aerial and ground brood and staging surveys
in important local wetlands.

Dezadeash Lake Management Plan and Signage
Steward participated in creation of the draft Dezadeash Lake Management Plan with the ARRC,
wrote a funding proposal and designed the content of interpretive signage for Dezadeash
campground.

Dezadeash River Trail

Steward initiated the planning process for additional interpretive wetland development near
Dezadeash River Trail; planning partners include the ViUage of Haines Jimction, YTG, DFO,
and Parks Canada.

Sulphur Lake Clean-Up
In response to commimity concerns, the Steward initiated a community clean-up of barrels at a
local wetland.

Ducks Unlimited Fundraising Dinners
Steward is integral to organisation of Fundraisers in Haines Jimction.

Alsek RRC Summer Student

Steward co-supervises a summer student with the Alsek RRC, mentortng the youth/ providing
wildlife conservation field experience, sharing knowledge and buUding fheu- capacity in related
areas.

Pine Lake Spring Ice Fishing Day
Steward assists with planning and organising an ice fishmg day in conjunction with the Yukon
Fish and Game Association, and the ARRC.

Canadian Wildlife Service Roadside Waterfowl Surveys
Steward assisted CWS with surveys of existing routes along the Alaska Highway.
She also created a new survey route for Haines Road, m conjunction with DU and CWS;
coordinated weekly springtime waterfowl surveys involving the local commimity; and
compiled and maintained the data.

Wetlands Education Program for St. Elias School
Steward obtained a DU educational program for use in the local school.

Kokanee Salmon Research

Steward participated in Kokanee Sahnon planning meetings with Parks Canada, YTG and
CAFN.
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Kluane First Nation Education Day
Steward obtained funding, and assisted KFN with educational programs for youth at the KFN
Education Day.

National Aboriginal and Inuit Science Camp/CAFN Summer Culture Camp
Steward assists CAFN and KFN with hosting science camps for First Nations youth m the
Yukon and from across Canada.

Habitat Protection Area (Kloo-Jarvis Wetland)
Steward assisted the AKRC and DU with development of a potential Habitat Protection Area
around the Kloo-Jarvis Wetland.

Chisana Caribou Program
Steward assisted YTG biologists and students froin St. Elias school in field collection of Uchen,
and awareness and education for the Chisana Caribou Program.

Aishihik Experiential Education Camp
Steward assisted local teachers and CAFN elders with a ta-aditional hunting and fishing
experiential education field camp for junior high students.

Community Support and Involvement
Steward plays an active role in the local cominurdty, by assisting, participating, or taking a
coordinating role in various local organisations and initiatives (i. e. Kluane Search and Rescue/
Alsek Music Festival/ Silver Sled Dog Sled Race, St. Elias Chamber of Commerce, Volunteer
Ambulance Crew, Emergency Forest Firefighting), and attends community events and
functions.
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